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Introduction

Dorothy Loeffler

,

The publication of one"s professional work represents a very

/--
important recognition and visibility for that work,as well as for the .4

author, In order that the process leading to publication be equitabie,

all professionals mus understand .the process of )'Nhy and how decisions

are made to pubiish or not publish a manuscript. Psychologists must

understand how editors and reviewers look at manuscripts. In addition,

thecmust understand,how the author's own.attitudes and skifls may

1 .

enhan e or impede the acceptance of manuscripts. For a sUMmary report

of APA)journal operations, 1980, see Table 1.

The articles in this monograph are based on presentations given
a

by the authors at a symposium at the annual meeting of the American

Psychological Association, Los Angeles, 1981. The symposilim,

Understanding the Manuscript Review Process:, Increasing the Participation

of Women,, was initiated by the Committee on WomeLl in Psychology (CWP)

and co-sponsored a.t.the annual meeting by Divisions 1 and 35.

A summary of the recent Committ'ee on Women in Psychology survey

(American Psychologist, December, 1980) statps that qualiffed women

continue to be underrepresented in this process. 1980 data show women

as editors (2 out of 22), as associate editors (5 out of 35), as

consulting editors4(123 out of 604), and as reviewers (1,173 out of

5,728). .(See Table 2.) Most editors have acted in ways designed to

.increase the participatlon of women. These efforts have been more

successful in some fields of psychology than others.

4
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The tiiformation preSented in these articles is intended to be

,

informaLive to all psy&ologists no maet et.' A owhich area they May Wish
',

,"

r

tO p.u\blish. AmOng the authors are women who have-served, or are
. .

currently serving, as editors,, eviewers, on editorial boards,' and. on

the APA Publications and Communications Board. Although all have been

contributors, Sandra Scarr writes from the perspective of s\joui,nal,,

edi,tor. Stephanie Stolz writes of, the barriers that may, eiscist within

4
the.author. Kathryn Bartol presents recommendations based on a survey

(4,

of 'review board membets. Jacqueline Goo-dchflds 'takes look at the r
publishing system.

All writers offer posilive suggestions for ways in which authors

.calia work to increase the p6ssibility of acceptance of their manuscripts.
I

Their position's are as educatots, and they write from their own experi:-

,
ences in the APA Sournal, publication process. 0
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.T'able 1

Summary Report .of Journal OPprAioris: 1980

The following summary is compiled from thei 1980 annual repprti of the Council of Editors and from Central
Office records. The.corresponding figures fpr 1979 cin be found in the June 1980 issue

of the itm*rican Psychologist.

«
0-- tanuscrliats 'Printed pages SUbscriptions

journal
No.

reedved
No.

accepted

.

No, 54 Items
pending rejected published'

Total
pages

published'

Average
lag in

months Member
Non-

mAnber

'Primary journals,
. .

Journal of Abnormal Psycholog)i 369 63 8 83 93 ; 786 7 2,753 3,556

Journal of Appliea Psychology 0 570 97 13 83 91 _- e748 11 2,801 3,795

Journal of Comparative and
,

Physiological Psychology 168 89 0 47- 108. 1,196 10 639 1,958

Journal of Consulting and J.
Clinical Psycho 965 131 19/ 86 147 ' 820 7 7,482 3,117

Journal of Ediu. lonal.
Psychology 403 120 3 70 96 80 11 J,839 3,989

Psychological Bu in P35 62 , 6 88 99 1,420 13 6,776, 3,384

Jotlii of Counseling .0

Psychology ' 399 87 0 18 /37 650 ' 9 4,146 8,213

Psychological Review 171 24 9 85 28 558 6 4,351 3,424

Journal of Person llty and Social
Psychology 965 195 27 81

%
202 2,302 12 3,527 3,117

Developmental P hology . 594 107 39 81 96 699 7 3,243 2,185

Professional Psycheelogy 271 92 0 66 ' 165, 996 16 4,226 'p 966

JEP: General L 087 28 0 68 22 497 17 1,398 2,429

JEP: Human Learning and ,
Memory 222 51 0 77 62 814 5 1,409 2,400

JEP: Human Perception aria ;

Performance 235 73 0 69 61 789 14 1,399 2,415

JEP: Animal Behavior Processes 105 34 0 68,4. 25 397 6 1,255. 2,257

Subtotal or overage 6,059 1,253 124 75 1,382 13,571 10 47,244 42,205

./

Special Journals

American PsychologiSt 395 36 31 90 215 1,184 15 54,437 3,968

Contemporary Psychology , 736 735 0 .1 1,044 969 4 5,136 *2,733

Journal Supplement Abstract
Service 368 200 41 39 194 150' 6 1,018 459

Subtotal or average 1,499 971 72 43 1,453 2,303 8 60,591 7,160

Grand total 7,558 2,224 196 59, 2,83.5 15,874 NA 107,635 49,365

Secondary Journal

Psychological. Abstriacts NA NA NA NA 26,844 5.824 NA 0134 4,192'

Note All numbers are rounded off to the nearest whole number. In all instances, the rejection rate applied only to manuscripts on which actions

..ere completed. NA = not applicable.
Includes articles, brief reports, case reports, discussions. Monographs, and brief substantive items. For the journal Supplement Abstract Service

3.Id Psychological Abstracts, these items are abAracts.
`Fditors' repn'ted totals have been adjusted to the ;VA official page count, ..hich includes tables of contents and author indexes.

Applies only to the JSAS Gatalog of Selected Documents in Psychology, not documents

"Not exclusively memberg, includes individual nonmembers
Nonmembers are institutions only. Nonmember lndivicloals appear in the Member column.

Vol. 36, No. 6, 617 AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST JUNE 195] 617
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Table 2 i. 4
,

v - .

NUMBER OF MEN, WOMEN, AND- MINORITY INDIVIDUALS REPORTED AS SERVING
- ,

(
ON ',EDITORIAL BOARDS -11-1980

MEN ) 'WOMEN . 1MINORITY fNDIVIDUALS-4-
/

Assoc ConS Assoc Cons Assoc 'Cons

Eds lEds Rev 'Ecls, Eds' t Eds ''Rev Eds° Eds Eds . Relf

Abnormal st 1 27., 219
t

\si

4

%Applied 1 Aq '25 -

Comparative/ 1 :I 1 : 28_ .98

.Consulting 1 2 70' - -
,

Educational 1 2 . 32,
, ,

-

'Bu lletini2l, 1 2 437
-,.. .

-Counseling 1 1 -,27 39
. .

,

Reviet7 i -. '7 178

JPSP: 6

Attitudes 1 1 24 283

Interpersonal L 15 . 168 -

Personality. ... 1 6 312
. - s'.

Developmental
II/

3 S2 236 1

Professional 1 -,,5. 52 69
.

. ,,....

-

-

5

3

.3

'53'

1
t.,

11

- 19

63

ao 2,5

, 1 24

- 3 . 67

- 5 54

2 83

1 12 : 177.

.-'
_

13.

,

'24

JEP:General 1 ..1 .

.

- 7 61 - - 3 8

b/
JEP:Learning- ,1 18 103 8, '21

JEP:Pirception 1' 32 117 1 - . 9 "A 28 fa

JEP:Anim'al 1 - 22 49 1

SUBTOTAL 16 .15 424 2;369 2 2 '108 .634

- 2

4 3

- -

-

-

''' -

- 3

_ _ 5 2

- 2

- 6 ._

- - ...\

1

AP 2 3 -, 508 - 1 ._. 134 -
w

CP 1 2 35 665 - 7 186 - -

JSAS 1 7 22 - 8 .- ? -

...

SUBTOTAL 4 12 57 1,173 _. 3 15 '320 ._

GRAND TOTAL 20 27 481 3,542. 2 , 5 123 954 -

1979 TOTALS 23 43 579 4,555 1 12 142 1,173

1978 TOTALS 19 3i: 485 .3,416 1 11 112 838

17 18

-

1

a8 18

16

12

44

10

a/ Most editors did not know the minority status of reviewers and therefore gave incomplete

data or no data for this item.

b/ Editor-elect data.

2/20/81, Committee on Women in Psychology
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An Editor Looks for the Perfect.Manuscript

Th

Dr. Scarr has het Ph.D

Sakdra Scary

%%
Yale University-

from Harvard University.

'5

She is currently Profek.ssor

in the Department of Psychology at Yale University. She has been active

in many professional organizations, and, within APA, particularly in,Division

.7 where she is now President. She is the author of scores of articles,

has about two dozen chapters in edited books, and has given many invited

addresses. She has been Associate Editdt for two publications, Constating

editor for anothet,two, and on the editorial boards oftwo others. She

1

is Editor of Developmental Psychology and is on the APA Couhcil of Edd_s,ots.



I. The Perfect Manuscript reports researA that is worth doing, t4t

COhtribution if well conducted and well reported.,

)3'

A. Some criteria, for worthy research:

1. asks questions of 'clear interest to the field.'

2. _states questions clearly in testable form.

3. uses appropriate, reliable, valid methods.
. .

4. achieves results that illuMinate the questions asked. Results

most often are positive support for the hypotheses,, but may be negative;

if illuminating; e.g., contrary to-previous findings 'and persuasive.

5. has sampled aprpss subjects, situations, methods and measures,

o that the results can be genefalized beyond the local'interests of

the author and the ..authof's lopale.

B. Before describing the berfect manuscript, first, a few words

about the review process for most APA journals and many others in
7.

psychology. If you have followed the instructions for submission to

that journal, whicW are printed in 'the journal regularly, you will send

several copies of the manuscript (t3 to XII') all done Up in perfect APA

style with a brief cover letter asking th editor to consider the

manuscrdpt for publiait-TIOn. will soon receive an acknowledgment of

receipt telling you to Which associate editor (if any), the 11)aper has
.1

V
been assigned for review. Some manuscripts ar'e rejected immediately by

- the editor as inappropriate for that journal or as hopeiesly inept,

but most are sent out for review. Before your mandscript is sent out

4



for Teview, it is blinded in most journals' review process. This means

that the editor removes the face page with your name, any identifying

footnotes, acknowledgements, and so forth. The manuscript is then sent

out to reviewers who can only guess at your identity. Reviewers are

members of the Board of Consulting Editors listed on the masthead of the

journal and other good investigators in the field who are consulted less

often: The editor or associate editor will try to select reviewers

who know your area of research nd have perspective on the important
4

issues in the field, Usually, two reviews are sought; occasionally one'

and occasionally three or more.

two,reviews and a letter from t

Ifeall goes smoothly, you will receive

e editor telling you of the decision

and recommendations for your manuscript within two months. If things

go wrong;. as.they often do,'the poor editor will be seeking two reviews

from five or six reviewers, several of whom say they are too busy and

fail to return the manuscript so that the editor can seek another

reviewer. Meanwhile, you are,justifiably anxious to know what has
,

happened to your manuscript, the editor is tearing her hair out trying

to meet APA guidelines for review lags, and the reviewer is feeling
%-

pressured!' Alas, a.Jolunteer system of peer review has itq problems.

The Major points I wish to make here are that'the process by which

manuscripts are.reviewed is fairly standard, seeks to be fair, and tries

to proceed with all deliberate speed. Alas, there are glitches in the

system.
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.
'What, then, do reviewers and editors look for in manuscripts?

How arp they judged for quality or qualities that distinguish p,ublishable

from unpublishable manuscripts?

1. The Perfect Manuscript is well organized, evidencing logical.

thought processes by the author. Not all manuscripts lend themselves

to exactly the same orgaqization -- some need longer introductions, some

longer methods sections, ome longer results that need little discussion,

or much discussion.

2. The PerfeCt Manuscript COMMUNICATES to readers; what the author

understands about the research must be told coherently,to readers, a

common failing df manuscripts. Authors need to role-play readers, or

to-ask colleagues to play the role of naive readers.,

3. The Per/fect Manuscript is addressed to CRITICAL, skeptical'

readers; fhe Manuscript should try to address readers' alternate

hypotheses and interpretations of the results, should defend the form of

tlie questions asked, consider other forms of the questions, marshall

support for the.author's choice of hypotheses, methods, and interpretation

of results. Always imagine that one is speaking to'opponents, not to

one's intimate friends who share one's theoretical outlook.

4. ' The Perfect Manus.cript is writt,en in ENGLISH, not pseudo-

scientific jargon. Some specialized words are needed in some circumstances

(e.g., measurement words such as volts, EEG, internal scale), but most

ideas and proceduEes can be described quite nicely in English. Good

AMMOMMI
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English does not string three or four nouns together (intensity

alternation treatment condition group) but uses phrases tto describe the

same ideas children who were treated with alternation of high and low

intensit7 stimuli).

5, The Perfect Manuscript begins with an appropriata review of

the literatur that led the author to the questions to be asked in the

researth. It is difficult tt specify the breadth and thoroughness of a

review-becaus the criteria are loosely defined and poOrly communicated

to students. Two general principles are that the literature cited

should represe t both presently and histori7ally the background for the

research and should not be selectively biased toward the author's

hypotheses. In an'area that is rife with past research, one can cite

exemplary papers and those that form a critical background (both positive

and negative) forthe present research.

6. The Perfect Manuscript uses appropriately sophisticated

statistical analyses. There is overkill and there is naivete in these

matters. On the overkill side is the too frequent use of elabotate ANOVA

designs and analyses with too few subjects, so,that some cells in the

analysis have less thavone subject! On the naive side is the use of

many univariate comparisons when a single, multivariate procedure would
-

serve far better. It is my impression that statistical procedures

aclvance in sophistication and complexity'on a daily basis, but there is

no escape from keeping up with them if you want.to publish empirical

research.
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7. The Perfect Manuscript makes appropriate claims for the scope

and importance of the research. ,Manuscripts too often make exaggerated

claims for the generality) of results and their import for the field. To

be publishable, a piece of research does not have to revolutionize an

area, just make a contribution to its development. Most additions to

knowledge are small steps in z:ontinuing stream of research, which is

okay if they are not steps.backwards.

8. The Perfect ManuscrApt is written in perfect APA style! -A

Ph.D. in psychology ought to be avarded-with a gift of the Publication

Manual! It is senseless to submit a manuscript over which you have .

slaved and risked your self-esteem and to have it rejected out of hand

because you committed one of the following needlessly common errors in

!ormat:

a. there is no abstract

b., portions .of _the manuscript are not double spaced, an

error that is particularly common in Tables, footnotes, references, and

the abstract- EVERYTHING in a psychology manuscript must be double

spaced, even if Tables run to two or three pages. RemeMber that in

printed form It will not.look like that, but the typesetter has to be

able to see-and follow your text to put-it accurately ineo type, and

double'spacing saves_him lots of fime and errors-.--

c. headings are ndt organized hierarchically in AP 1

There are several levels of headings that help readers to see the

_
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relative importance of the various porftons of the paper. In this case

the style is not for th.6 printer but for the reader.

d. manuscript is too long or less often, too short. There are

fixeCrules in most journals for the length of,a. manuscript (even if

the instructiOns to authors say there are), but editors and reviewers

are always concerned about the limitations of space in the iournal, which

has a fixed number of pages annually. From the authot:s point of view,

this paper is -exceedingly important and worthy of full,.lengthy treatment;

from the editor's vantage point, the manuscript is probably too long.

Different editor's have different standards of how long an article-can be;''

some are more flexible than .others. A rule of thumb is that few articles

can exceed .20 to 25 man9script pages, including Tables, Figures,

references, and abstract. Another probability for authors to keep in

mind is that the longer the manuscript, the more it must justify its

existence in a journal.

e. manuscripts are too short if they do not provide enough

information for reviewets (and,latef-readers) to evaluate the research

and the reasons for it. One solution to producing a brief manuscript

/
that is fully informative to reviewers is to make the text and the

tables included in the report as complete as you possibly can and to

cover your.dOubts by submitting supplementary tables and methodological

debails with the manuscript to be reviewed. Most editors and reviewers

Pwill appreciate the ektra materials if they are truly.,supplementary and

14
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can answer questions they will have about, say, complete sets of factor

loadings that will not be published, or full details of a procedure, or

questionnair.es that were used to collect the data.

II. The Perfect Author

A. Has a strong ego! On the one hand, she is not afraid of

constructive criticism and on the other hand stands up for her point of

view.

1. authors must anticipate and accept REJECTIONS. Nearly all

manuscripts are initially rejected for many reason6, from fatal flaws

to rather minor stylistic problems. Although none of us appreciates

rejection and most of us experience twinges of self-doubt when the

inevitable rejection letter arrives, it is crucial to an author's

personal adjustment that she anticipate this outcome for initial

submissions. Rather than sink into deep depression, one should give

4

oneself a day to absorb the blow and then return to the reviews, which
4

should provide substantive guidance for revision.

2. If the reviewers suggest that the research is badly designed

or executed so that revisions of the manuscript will not render the

work publishable, one has the choice of trying another journal, whose

reviewers might not notice the fatal flaws or who might not, agree with

the original reviewers. (Reviewers are not infallible, . .) You

may have sent the paper to the wrong journal -- ifyou are-reporting

research on clinical interviews with parents of hyperactive children,
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don't send the report to the Journal of ExperimenLi Child Psychology,

which publishes laboratury and experimental studies. The criticism you

may get from the reviewers for one journal may be quite different from

those of another.

Another option for the fatally flawed research effort is to consider

the reviewers and editor's criticism and scrap the idea of publishing

that research. Maybe the research is not worthy of publication, but now

you know better how to proceed with the next study. At least you will

not make the same mistakes again.

3. If the research is not fatally flawed, and the manuscript merely

requires revision of ita'atrocities, then'cheer up! The chances are that

your research will eventually see publication. When you get the reviews

and the letter from the editor, read carefully, bet een lines if

necessary, to understand what about the analyses, writing, o lization,

or whatever can be revised into an acceptable report.

4. In sum, an author needs a strong ego in order to make use of

the editor's and reviewers' constructive advice, often perceivediby

authors as insulting attacks. Regrettably, there are occasionAi.

ad hominem domments in reviews, which editors dislike intenselY. The

editor has the choice of removing the remark from the review O. of

apologizing to the author for it. Sometimes, such remarks slip by us

in our haste to process our pileA of manuscripts; other times what the

author may perceive as insulting may not appear so to an editor. An

understanding author is also appreciated by editors.
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B.,---.7-The Perfect Author stands up for her Point .of View in an Informed

and Rational Way. If you suffer the inevitable rejection and find the

editor's and reviewers' criticisms unreasonable, then write to the editor

and appeal the deasi,on with well easoned prose. Ask for additional

reviewers, if you think that the paJ4cular reviewei.s who were probably

consulted (reviews are usually blind) were not fair or informed. Suggest

several reviewers who you feel are well qualified and impartial. It

won't help your case to suggest reviewers who are closely allied with you

or the research. It also will not help tto "accuse the editor or Ihe

reviewers of malevolence. In other woras, REPLY rationally, ask for

further conslderation, make helpful suggestions, and don't sulk or reprove.

,C. The Perfect Author'is Flexible about revisions that do not
-s

substantially alter the thrust of the manuscript. Part of ego strength

is being able to compromise, to be able to see that others might see the

matter differently, and to evaluate how strongly one should hold fast to

an initial position. One of the (few) gratifying aspects of being an

editor is the letters one gets from authors of rejected manuscripts and

those who have survived the revisions that inevitably_are d'sked and

thanks the editor with instructions to thank.the reviewers for their

invaluable suggestions. Actually, we get such letters with fair frequency,

//
which testifies, I suppose, to the continued validity of cognitive

dissonance theory. Really, I think that many of my own ma'nuscripts have

been grea,tly improved by the two and three revisions I have been forced
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to perform upon them at reviewers' and editors' insistence.

D. The Perfect Author Feels brave enough to consult with colleagues

about the manuscript BEFORE submitting it to a.journal. A lot of grief

anci\isejections would be modified.'if more authors would take the time to

get criticisms from their friends and associates beflore asking for more

for;6l reviews in journal offices. There would be less to redo later

1
if aut ors would take this simple step. I fear that too many would'-be

authors \are afraid of Elle criticisms of close colleagues, but they fail

to realize that all of us who write for journals trave more initial
67

rejections than acceptances to our credit. To repeat, the vast majority

of manuscripts are rejected initiafly, so thdt any colleague you select

PA. /
to help you 'shape up the.paper befnre you submit it will have experienced

rejection and criticism, coo.

E. The Rerfect Authbr is PERSISTENT in pursuing a line of research

.even if Ale is,not immediately rewarded with adoring reviews or instant

publication. Authors need self-confid,ence to follow their own best

judgment in the research they do; this is not to say blind ignorance of

others' opinions, but the courage.to disagree for a time'until the

research devefops and the arguments become more persuasive to others.

may take three or four innovative studies to convince doubtful'editors

and_ reviewers that you are on to something important and publishable.

Psychology provides many examples of this regrettable conservatism, but

why should you have it any easier thin those of us who have gone b'efore?
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F. The Petfect Author Learns from adversity; previous experience

f , .

with rejections hnd revisions gives one knowledge of flaws to aVoid and

1

t

toughens one to future adversity, Rather than be defeated, one chn rise ' L
i

. .

above the emotional turmoil of the,publication process and profit

personally from,it.

III. ,HoW to Become the Perfect Authoreof the Perfect Manuscript \\

A. Learn that'you are a peer among rejected peers; not,a lone y

-

victim of arbitrary injustice. Act like a peer, consult others, offer

to help your colleagues by reviewing their papers.

B. Participate \in the Review Process by volunteering to be a

reviewer. Most journals publish clls for volunteer reviewers; all.you

need to do is send a brief letter to e editor describing your areas7.
of expertise and enclosing a curricul, vita. For your efforts at

reviewing, you will gain experience with evaluating othe'rs' research and

receive the review dcanother (probably more experienced )reviewer of

the same manuscript. You can compare your judgment and suggestions to

the author with those of the other revi wer and the editor and assess

your own critical skills. After reviewi g several manuscripts you will
-

have a much better idea of what reviewers and editors find laudatory

and lamentable in your own area of research. In the process, you will

also learn that most other authors experience rejection, too. After

a while you may become a member of an editorial bcArd hnd an editor

yourdelf.
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C. Finally, SCT.eW up your courage and submit your research reports

to journals. Do it PROMPTLY. Most research consists of the next small

step in a field and is being taken concurrently by many investigators.

It is likely that your report will become quickly out of date, unless

you submit qvromptly for publication. Most areas of research need .

five or six' similar reports ofF;results, not 50 or 60. So, send it in as

soon as possible.

Authors of the world, Urilte! You have nothing to,lo.se but your

anonymity!
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... P
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This paper deals witli authors' experiences of barriers to publishing

psychological woxk, presented from the authors'...viewpoint,rather than

from the viqipoint of psychqlogical journals, their editors, or reviewers.

Editors (e.g., Sca'rr, Note 1) long for:the perfect,author; authors are

what they are and are perfect in that sense, and they find barriers

between themselves and expressing their perfection.

The path to publication is'not smooth: barriers, obstacles, hurdles,

1

and pitfalls confront us. In other aspects of our lives, we also find

paths that are far from smooth, yet wd manage to get to our destinations.,

by going ,around or over a barrier, climbing out of a pit, taking another

.rotte altogether, or changing our method of transpb,rtation.

What is in the
4
way ontthe route to publication? How can we reach

iour goal d espite these obstacles? In tihis paper, I will discuss four

commoribarriers tO publishing psychological work, and suggest some

techniques for overcoming them.

The Reluctance tAommit Oneself in Public

The first barrier is the reluctance to commit oneself in public.

Many people find that although they can easily make theoretical innova-

tions and 'describe their own r6earch plans in front of their students,

they do not make thelsame kinds of statements to a peer audience. Once.
4

6/1 they haTve t9ld 'their classes, the notes on the idea get filed in a

drawer.
)

It .may be that stich people are concerned to appear smart before \
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their peers, feel that they have.been able tC do so up to this point, and

yet are sure that they are not as smart as they have led others to believe.

Such persons might instruct themselves, "If I don't stick my.neck out in

public (by doing research, analyzing the literature, developing a theory,

and then telling others about this work); ever,,one will go,on believing

I'm really smart. If I'take the chance of doing the tesearch, literature

,review, OT theoretical analysis, then peOple will find out how dumb I

4

reall'y am!".

In my own experience, this barrier is extremely Common. On the basis

of conversations with numerous psychologists,: f believe that among even

the most famous of psychologists, many are sure that they are only,momen-

tarily fooling the world into thinking that they are smart. Actually,

the prevalence of barrier should-be encouraging to all of us. If

almost everyone has this barriero at least to some extent, and some of

us are very famoud and well published anyway, this is not an insurmount-

able problem.

Row can you deal with the reluctance to commit yourself in public?

One useful strategy is siMpay to acknowledge that you have this barrier--

and then get, on with the job. Simply telling the truth about it, rather

k

than attempting to fool yourself as well as others, often seems to be an
4.

effective war of surmounting,this barrier. For myself, I have a sign on
0

m3f office wall explaining.that it is o.k. not to be o.k. When I am

unwilling to commit myself on an issue, I recall that I probably fear
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that others will find out that I really am incapable of.handling that

issue; I lo.oi at4he sign ("it's o.k. snot to be o.k."), acknowledge to

my41f my.feat;and my unwillingness, and then go ahead and make the

public statement.

The Reluctance to Prepare a Written Summary of the Work Performed

4

This barrier, having te do with being'relnctant to write down work

once done, is closely'related to the first one: It also involves public

commitment, in this instance written rather than oral. We do a piece of .

research, and then 4le the diata in the drawer--with the self-statement

that one of these days the work will have to be written up. But one of

these days does not come.
0

0

How can this barrier be overcome? How can the data get out of the

drawer and into the word processor? As a behaviorist, I suggest some
a

environmental design, using behavioral principles, especially contingent

X
reinforcement, to.control the relevant behavior. For example, if the

target response is a written summary of psycholor,ical work already

performed,,approximate the response, first, by writing about the study

in an informal letter to a friend. I hope_that our friends and colleagues

are reinforcing agents, who-wOuld support such a letter by responding
a

with social reinforcement. Surely.we all Share the responsibility for

shaping each others!, professional behavior, not just for reinforcing

final responses in the professional chain.

Other possible shaping steps to get the data from the drawer onto
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the printed page might include summarizing the study for one's class

(perhaps an undergraduate class first, and later a graduate-level course

presenting the study in a colloquium (one's own institution first, and

later at sOme other university); and so on. Later in the shaping program,

the study could be submitted as a poster to a convention. Preparing for

such a presentation requires the development of a clear, brief statement

describing the purpose, methods, and results of the study, as well as

drawing the figures and preparing tables--leaving little to be done to

prepare a manuscript for publiCation.

r What consequences are available for taese behaviors? In addition

to.praise from one's colleagues, self-praise--I did it!--might be

functional in.shaping and maintaining the behavior needed to produce a

written%ummary of the work performed.

Fear of Rejection

..Fear of rejection is a baTier that prevents people from libmitting e

malluscripts for publication, e&en when the report of the study is in final

form. Thecolloquium is delivered, the poster is presented, and then the

outline, abstract, and figures get filed in the drawer.

The other speakers in this symposium (Scarr, Note 1; Barton, Note 2)

described some techniques for reducing the probability that a manuscript

would be rejected. Authors should choose the appropriate journal, prepare

the manuscript in the correct style, and, of course, do good work. But

fear of rejection often prevents manuscripts from getting to the journal
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at all, so that even when goo work has been done, the manuscript appro-

priately prepared, and the corect journal chosen, the manuscript still

ends up in the drawer rather than the mail box.

What is the nature of thebarrier that keeps the manuscript from

being submitted, once prepared? This barrier may well have common with

those discussedabove the fear of what other people will find out.

Author$y think, " the editor ees my manuscript, then the editor will

know how truly dumb I am."

One possible method of overcoming this barrier may be simply to

acknowledge it, the technique mentioned above in connection with the

initial barrier. If so, the authors could well state to themselves that

it Ls o.k. not to be o.k., and submit the manuscript.

In addition, find articles in the published literature that you feel-

are (at best) as good as-your manuscript, and say, "If they'll publish

that, surely they'll take my manuscript."

Conventions offer the opportunity for desensitization experiences,

e.g., meeting and talking with journal editors and editorial board

members about one's own work. Often, special sessions, both panels and

conversation hours, are set up by the Association or by the journals

explicitly to facilitate such author-reviewer dialogue. Social events

also prOvide an opportUnity for informal presentations of one's work to

editors and reviewers, in the course of general conversation about common

interests. Off-the-cuff feedback from editors and reviewers should never

26
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be mistaken for formal evaluations; on the other hand, favorable off-

the-cuff reactions ought to counteract one's fear of rejection.

Lack of Confidence in One's Own Evaluations

An example of this fourth barrier occurs when an author submits a

manuscript and, when it is rejected by the first journal asked, files

%

it in the drawer. The author's self-statement might be, "The-editor and

e.

reviewers must be right; my judgment is no good compared to theirs."

Even authors who have managed to surmount the scary barrier of submitting

a manuscript to a journal find it a much more difficult barrier to re-

submit a rejected manuscript.

This barrier has many aspects in common with another barriet, inappro-

priate pride in one's own work. An inappropriately prideful self-statement

might be, "If they won't accept it the way I wrote it, to hell with them."

In thi8 case, a manuscript could even be accepted coriditional on reviion--

and still get filed in the drawer!

In a way, all these barriers are the same. The author who admits

that the manuscript needs changes also admits to having made errors--so

a fear of being found out to b'e stupid could create defensive piide and

a subsequent.reluctance to make corrections. Likewise, the conviction

that one is truly dumb 1rds one to accept all criticism as though it

were unanswerable,,.)

What are therealities here? Editors may be right or wrong. Feedback

from reviewers an4 editors may be helpful and supportive--or uninformative
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nasty. Manuscripts dd get returned for revision, or get rejected.

But what is your goal? Really, it is to get the work completed,

written up4 and published, not,to be praised, declared right, helped, or

supported. So,whatever may happen, including requests for revisions,

-rejectIon, helpful letters, or nasty letters, you need to design your

environmenc so that it gets you to woik on getting published, rather

than letting,fal say that your paper is perfect, you couldn't possibly

r-

have used the wronganova, etc., or that the editor is perfect and you

couldn't possibly answer those criticisms, etc. If your goal is publi-

cation, then necessary behaviors include modifying the manuscript,

changing journals, or both.

Note that I have not mentioned alternatives that involve setting

r

aside or discarding this particular manuscript, alternatives such as
1

running'additional subjects, redesigning the study, or taking up a

different line of research. The point of this paper is to outline

technique§ for getting psychological manuscripts published, regardless.

Research on the publication process in psychology has shown that psycho-
,

logical manuscripts always get published if their authors persist in

sending them to journals. The question here is not whether a manuscript

should be published': but only how to get it published, how to get the

authors to persist. '

To handle a request for revision when you lack confidence in your

own evalution, talk with senior people in the field about their experiences
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with submitting manuscripts. You will find that they, too, are told to

make major revisions, and that they, too, get rejections. Learning.that

first band may help. 1T;en: revise your original manuscript td respond

to the reviewers' comments as much as your own professional judgment

and your principles allows It's not,that reviewers and editors are

either right or wrong; it's simply that they are often a fair sample of

your future readers. Revising a paper so that it communicates to them

is alwa,ys worthwhile because it increases the likelihood that your

manuscript will then communicate more clearly to other readers. And note

that experienced publishers always haqe ready a list-of alternative.

appropriate journals--six, eight, or even more 4ternatives--so that when

the rejection comes, you can send your (revised) Manuscript to the next

one on the list.

Conclusions

As psychologists', I've are supposed: to know about the control of behav

ior--eyen our own. Getting psyCiaologica1 work published is the result

of a sequence of behaviors, including researching, writing, mailing, and

revising. Much of the advice fhat I have suggested itiiis paper is based

on a behavioral approach, looking at one's hitstory of,reinforceMent and'

the current environmental reinforcers. Whatever your own approach to

behavior is, you should use that on yourself to develop the behaviors

necessary for keeping that drawer empty and getting your psychological

work into print. Scarr (Note 1) talks about ego strength and selfesteem;
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I have discussed shaping, reinforcement, and a small variant of rational-

emotive therapy. Whatever your conceptual scheme is, put it to use on

your own behavior, so-that you overcome your barriers and reach the goal

of publishing your psychological work.

A
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bove 90

percent, it is easy to dispair of ever having a paper acc ted. Certainly

the filtering process is quite- stringenb and yet many autho e success-

ful in having their materialsCpUblished. The purpose of this paper is

to provide some insight into the role of editorial review board members

in the filtering process. -Specifically, this paper Will discuss the

-

influence'of various manuscript shortcomings on the publishability recom-1,

mendations that review board members are likely to make to their editors.

In the usual manuscript review scenario, a paper is mailed to an

editor who takes a brief look at,the manuscript to determine if it is an

app,ropriate topic foi= the journal. If the paper clearAy is not appropri-

ate, the editor may reject 'the manuscript at this early s.t4ge and return

it to the author or to the designated author in the case of multiple

authors. Otherwise, the editor sends the manuscript to two or:more
\

reviewers who are knowledgeable about the subject of-the manuscript. The '

reviewers frequently are memberS of the journal's editorial review board;

but many journals also use ad hoc reviewers. Ad'hoc reviewers are

scholars who are not members of a particular editorial retriew board but

whom the editor considers competent to review journal manuscripts. Ad hoc

reviewers are used to reduce the.work load of the editorial review board

-and also to broaden the base of expertise available to the editor. In the

typical case, an editor may use two editorial review board members or One

editorial review board member and one ad hoc reviewer to review a partic-

0 ular manuscript.

3
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The :comments sent back to the editor by the reviewers cenetitute

the main basis for'action by the editor, If the two reviewers disagree

substantially on.a recommendation, the editor may send the,manuscript to

additional reviewers for their evaluation. Although the exact categories

may differ across journals, reviewers typically are asked to make judg-

ments-which.fall into one of the following four categories: (1) Accept

without revision, (2) Accept, but ask author t.o correct prciblem, (3) Revise

and resubmit, and (0 Reject the manuscript.

Accept without revision recommendations are relatively rare. This

is largely because manu cripts frequently have fairly common'fauits which

must be rectified. Also the reviewers are experts in the area of the

manuscript and can make constructive suggestions for improving the paper.

Recommendations that a paper be accepted, but asking the author to make
6

changes are sometimes made. If tile changes required are anything but

very minor alterations, it is more common to suggest that the manuscript

be revised and resubmitted. a

A revise and resubmit recommendation provides control to be sure

that the manuscript has successfully made the revisions suggested by the

reviewers. As a result, most manuscripts that are published, 'originally

were returned to the author with a recommendation that the manuscript be

, revised and resubmitted. Accordingly, it is important for new authors

to realize that a revise and resubmit recommendation from an editOr is

a relatively positive sign and should not be viewed as a rejection.
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Rather it is an'opportunity to attempt to revise the manuscript 171

accordance with the recommendations of the reviewers. Frequently in the

letter in which the author is advised to revise and resubmit, the editor

will mention the most sgrious objections which must be addressed. Th'e

author.shoUld attempt to make sure that the review deals with these

objections as well as others mentioned by the reviewers. If the revision

does not successfully overcome the objections of the reviewers, it will

ultimately be rejected. StatiAics vary; but based, ori discus\sions with

several editórs, I would estimate that a revPse and resubmit paper has

a better than 50 percent chance of finally being accepted. The, more the

author is able to meet the objections and suggestiovis of the reviewers,

the higher the likelihood that the revised version will be accepted Upon,

revieW.

Unfortunately, most manuscripts never make it to the revise and

resubmit stage. They are rejected. They are rejected by the reviewers

for what can be viewed as "lethal" errors. These are manuscript faults .

which,are serious and appear to be uncortectable. On the other hand;

revise and resubmit recommendations are made when the faults of the

manuscript appear to A potentially correctable. These types of errors,

can be termed "nonlethal" because they are less likely to lead to the

demise or rejection of the wanuscript. While it is important to attempt

to avoia as many manuscript faults as possible, from a'practical point

of view, it is ,particularly important to avoid lethal errors which arp
1
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highly likely to lead to a.rejection of the manuscript during the first

round of reviews.

Basedonmyexperienceasareviewboardmember'forthe.Acaaemy of

Management Review and the Journal of Vocational Behavior, as well as an

ad hoc reviewer for a number of journals (including Academy of Management

Journikl, Journal of Applied Psychology, Administrative Sciende Quarterly,

Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, and others), I have given

considerable thought to manuscript characteristics which can be consid-

/

ered lethal versus nonlethal errors. Lethal erros lead to an initial

rejection rather than to a reviewer recommenplation of revise and resubmit.

As part of my preparation for this discussion of the review process, ..01

I prepared a list of what I consider, to be lethal versus nonlethal

errors in manuscripts, In order to make,the list as useful as possible,

I conducted an informal survey among 15 colleagues at the University of

Maryland who are on review boards of psychology-related journals, such

as Developmental Psychology, Journal of AppIied,Psydhology, Brain,

Behavior and Human Performance, Aatemy of Management Journal, fersonality

Psychology others. It should be emphasized that
,4

this was not a formal study. Rather the purpose was to provide some

confirmation or dilscomfirmation of the utility of the list for author

use.

The review board members'were presented a list of 20 possible faults

in.a manuscript. They were asked to assume for'each item listed that it
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fc*,

constituted the main fault of the manuscript. They were then asked to

check what their recommendation' would likely be: (1) reject, (2) revise

and resubmit for further review, (3) accept but ask the author(s) to

correct tie problem, and (4) not sure. One difficulty which several

review board members noted on the survey is that many times a ma-luscript

has multiple errors. lience multiple*errors of a nonlethal nature can

lead a review board member to reject a 'manuscript that otherwise would

receive a revise and resulimit recommendation. Although there were some

differences of opinion, the level of consensus was sufficient to suggest

that, the list of Manuscript faults could be categorized by the liken-
,

hood that they would lead to a recommendation of reject, revise and

resubmit for further review, and accept bpt ask tge author(s) to correct

the problem. The items, whIch were listed in ramdom order on the sux.vey,

are rearranged by likely reviewer recommendation in Table 1. The errors

will be discussed within each reviewer recommendation category below.

Recommendatfon: Reject

Five manuscript errors or characteristics were confirmed by the
. ,

survey as likely to lead to a reviewer recomuendation of reject. Such

,

errors are lethal in the sense that they are likely to ledd to the

immediate -demise of the manusc.ript. As mentioned previously, most of

the lethal errors have the common characteristic that they are difficult

or impossible to correct. They are inherent characteristics of the

manuscript:by the time that the manuscript reaches the review process
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A
and usually cannOt be altered in a manner that would make the manuscript

acceptable. The following errors are likely to be lethal manuscript

faults from the point of view of the reviewers:

1. Inappropriate topic for journal. All journals have domains of

subjec,t'matter which they consider appropriate for their garticular

publication. Frequently such domains are stated, at least in general

terms, in a policy statement in the journals. However, the best way to

r get a feel for appropriate subject matter is to examine,issues of the

, journal spanning two or more years. When a topic is obviously inappro-

priate, the editor usually will immediately reject the manu4cript. For

example, a child development article submitted to Organizational Behavior

and Human Performance is likely to be screened out by the editor. If

the inappropriateness is not obvious from the title and abstract or if

the manuscript is marginally appropriate, the manuscript_ may spend two

or three months in the review process Only to be ultimately rejected

because of topic inappropriateness.

2. Outdated research question. It is Tot uncommon for a manuscript

to Address an issue with little or no reference to or consideration of

relevant 'previous literature. Such research often is not offered as

a replication or a replication and extension of previous research; rather

it is presented as if it were a unique approach. For example, a paper

litited to showing a positive relationship between job satisfaction and

turnover would not add much to the literature at this point in the stream

3 CS
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of research on turnover. It is important to carefully review relevant

literature before designing a study, so that previous findings can be
P

given appropriate consideration in formulating research questions of

current interest. Otherwise a manuscript may be rejected because,the

issue adds little or nothing to what is already known.

3. Measures of unknown validity and/or reliability. Many manu-

scripts use measures which apparently were constructed for the particular

research but provide no basis for establishing the validity and/or

reliability of such measures. Frequently even the theoretical rationale

c=7"---for the item construction is not etablished in the manuscript. Such

measures usually are difficult to,accept and the paper is rejected.

4. Measures of low validity and/or reliability. Manuscripts some-

times rely on measures which have known validity and/or reliability. It

id/always a good idea to check available data on any measure which one

wishes to use in research. This can be done through journal articles

evaluating some of the more current measures being used and by consulting

standard references on measurement (e.g., Buros).

5. Faulty research design. Frequently the research described has

not been designed approprieely to test the hypotheses advance. For

example, a number of manuscripts have been produced, which purport to

document characteristics of female managers based Strictly on a sample

of female managers. Without a group of male managers for comparison,

however, it is:inappropriate to attempt to draw .conclusions about the

behavior of female managers that are attributable to their gender.
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The errors in this section have been labeled lethal because they

are likely to lead to an immediate rejection of a manuscript. This is

largely becai{se the types of errors which fall in the lethal category
\ \

are usually not alterable to a degree sufficient to make the manuscript

acceptable to the journal. Errors that appear to be correctable are

more likely to result in a recommendation of revise and resubmit for

further review.

Recommendation: Revise and Resubmit for Further Review

Eleven manuscript errors or characteristics were most likely o lead

to a reviewer recommendation of revise and resubmit for further review.

As discussed earlier, most manuscripts which are ultimately published

originally received a recommendation of revise and resubmit. The types

of errors which fall in the revise and resubmit category are thcise which

appear to be potentially fixable.

1. Inadequate review of the literature. It sometimes happens that

a manuscript presents an inadequate review of the literature, even,though

the research itself is highly relevant to the subject area. It is not

necessary or even desirable that a review of the literature section of

a paper contain a copious review of all relevant literature. However, it

is important to cite major directly relevant studies, and particularly

those of recent vintage, in establishing the need for the research.

Occasionally important studies are missing from a manuscript and the

situation is corr ctable. Under most circumstances, a failure to
\

4 o
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adequately review the literature leads to a poor research project and a

lethal error.

2. Inappropriate citations. Citations usually are inappropriate

f

1

for one of two reasons. Fi
1:

st, the citations,refer to studies which are
- ,

largely irrelevant to the research. Second, the citations are falsely

used to support research findings. Occasionally errors of this type are

correctable. If the citation problems are Pervasive and do not provide

,

adequate literature suppor't for the research, the manuscript is likely

to be rejected by the reviewers.

3. Unclear introduC'tory section. Many manuscripts hlkre introduc-

tory sections which Nye fairly obscure. They commonly mention studies

which are not directly r,levant to the issues advanced and highlight

variables which cannot subsequently be found in the methodology section.

The purpojillefthe introduction is to let the reader know what will be

studied and why. Discussions outside the scope of the actual research

add confusion. If the research study is valuable, reviewers are likely

to tote the introductory section difficulties and ask for a revision.

Otherwise, the manuscript may well be rejected.

4. Unclear research question. Manuscripts often do not describe

the methodology u-sed in the study in sufficient detail for the reviewer

tomake an adequate evaluatpn of the manuscript. As a rule of thumb, the .

methodolog should be specific enough that it would be possible for

another researcher to replicate the study based on the information given.

41
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tudy was

conducted or the sequence of events in conducting the study.

5. Inappropriate analysis techniques.. Research studies Sometimes

use:analyses which.are incorrect fOr the type of data.. This occurs, for

example, when parametric tests are used with ordinal data. Analyses

also may be inappropriate in the sense that a more suitable or powerful

type of analysig may be possible. An example of a more appropriate

analysis might be the substitution'of MANOVA for ANOVA when the data

contain multiple related dependent variables.

6. Inadequate description of sample. It is surprising how many

manuscripts do not include basic, information about the source of the

sample and how the Gample was drawn. For example, describing a sample

simply as 200 indutrial worters leaves the reader to wonder at leas
t

about

the type of 'work, type of industry, and how the'sample was obtained. If

the study appears to be sound otherwise, the review may recommend that the

sample description be revised and a resubmission made for further evalu-

ation. If further description then reveals inadequacies, the manuscript

will ultimately be rejected.

7. Unclear methodology. Manuscripts opten do not describe the

methodology used in the study in sufficient detail for the reviewer to

make an adequate evaluation of the manuscript. As a rule of thumb, the

methodology should be specific enough that it would be possible for

another researcher to replicate the study based on the information

42
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given. The reviewer should not have to wcnder about exactly how the

study was,conducted or the sequence of events in conducting the study.

8. Measures inadequately described. This item is related to unclear

methodology, but happens, frequently enough to merit separate mention.

Manuscripts which give insufficient information regarding the measures

used make it difficult for the reviewer to make a.final judgment regarding

publishability. If the research'questions being explored have merit in

the judgmept of the reviewer, the reviewer may suggest a revise and A

resubmit to.obtain further information regarding the measures. If the

measures are not sound, the.revised manuscript will be rejected.

9. Unclear analysis. he analysis used in evaluatirg the data

sometimes is not explained clearly, again leavii}g the reviewer in a

diffiCult position to evaltate the paper fully. For example, manuscripts

using multiple regression analysis frequently do not px6;ide sufficient

information regarding the order in which the variables entered the re-

gression equation or appropriate statistics rvarding incremental changes

associated with the variable'under consideration. Such sh6rtcomings,

while annoying, often are correctable.

10. Discussion.sectign poorly conceived. An otherwise good paper

sometimes can be faulted for having a discussion section which wanders,

makes dubious connections ta only marginally related reSearch, or just

rehashes the results section. Such maladies usually require a fairly

substantial rewrite of the discussion Section, necessitating a second

review of the paper.
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11. Paper is too lengthiy. When the main fault of a paper is that

it is too lengthy, reviewerstfrequently suggest a revise and resubmit

in order to be sure that,the cuts in length are made appropriately. It

E.
is a good idea in gagipg the appropriate length to look at similar papers

which liave appeared/in the journal to which you intend to send your paper.

Clearly it is best to avoid as many of these nonlethal errors as

possible in order to enhance the possibility that the reviewers will

tecommend a revise and resubit or an acceptance.

Recommendation: Accept but'Ask Author(s). to Correct Problem

recommendation to aCcept a manuscript but ask author(s) to correct

problem is a much stronger retommendation than a revise and resubmit

recommendation. This is because such a recommendation, if it is followed

by the editor, means that the paper is actually accepted at this point.

Most editors will still protect themselves from the possibility that/an
/2

author will refuse to make necessary changes by making thv acceptance

contingent on making the requested changes. Under most circumstances,

the paper will not be sent to the reviewers for a second review. Instead,

the editor will make the determination that the minor corrections have ,

been made. This differs from the revise and resubmit recommendation

where the manuscript usually goes to reviewers for a second review. Two

types of errors fell into the category of accept but ask author(s) to

correct problem.

1. Poor writing style. Paper frequently uses writing styles that

4 4
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are wordy, flowery, and/or somewhat obyse. If the writing problem

appears to be correctable with some careful editing, it is likely that

the reviewer will recdmmend that the paper actually be accepted condi-

tional on correcting writing style problems. 'It is, of course, far

better to avoid writing style problems in any paper submitted to a journal,

since a particular reviewer may be reluctant to accept an article with

writing difficulties. In gact, there is no reason to submit such,a paper.

Before subMitting a paper have a colleague or two read the paper to point

out areas,where the Writing styl

2. Discussion set

overly enthusiastic a

be improved.

ond data. Researcher sometimes get

eir research findings and attempt to draw

broader conclusions than he a tual'data would warrant. This problem is

usually easily corrected once the problem is pointed out to the author.

For this reason, the reviewer may tecommend that the paper be accepted

contingent on the problem being resolved.

Conclusion

If one wishes. to,conduct research which is ultimately publishable,

thep it is imperative to avoid the iypes of errors that are likely to

lead to an initial review recommendation that the manuscript be rejected.

In studying the list of reject items, it is clear that such difficulties

mainly must be avoided'at the point that the original research is

conceived. By the time the researcher is writing the manuscript, it

already is too late to overcome such issues as an outdated research
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question, measures of unknown or questionable validity and reliability,
1

and faulty research designs.. Thus the failure of.much research to reach

publication is not really a writing problem as much as it'is a research

quality problem.

As mentioned previously, most manuscripts publ qhed in high quality

journals initially received a recommendation of revise and resubmit

from reviewers. .This is because it is difficult to produce a tierfeCt

manuscript (indeed, absdlutely,perfect reSearch' is virtually impossible),

many authors comMit nonlethal ertbrs, and*the reviewers are typically

experts in the subject area and have useful subject-related suggestions

to make. 'I have discovered that some new authors become discouraged by
.111,

the manuscript criticisms that accompany a revisb and resubmit letter

from an editor and do not resubmit a revised manuscript. They falsely

assume the worst based on the critical comments and do not follow up on

the invi,tation to revise and resubmit.

Sometimes even the best efforts to avoid lethal errors and most

nonlethal faults lead to a rejected manuscript. This outcome may be due

to characteristics of the.manuscript. It is also useful to remember

that the review process is not perfect. Reviewers may be overly critical

in the sense that they'may recommend rejection of manuscripts that another

set of reviewers may have viewed more favorably. If the reviewers com-

ments really seem unjustified, an author can consider writing a letter

to the editor outlining the difficulties in the reviews. It ia prudent
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to be sure that you have very strong arguments before proceeding in.this

direction.

In coping with potential rejection, it is helpful to. have one or

two ieurnals:in mind to which.you intend to submit your manuscipt if it

is i7ejected by your first choice. Haying the next step planned restrains

authors from filing possibly publishable manuscripts in file drawers for

long lengths of time while they try to decide what to do With them next.

Partoof the secret of pUbliShing success is to,keep the,best manuscripts

that you can produce out in the review process.



Figure 1

Manuscript Faults and Reviewer Recommendations

Likely reviewer recommendations are based on the assumption that the item

lis,ted9is the main fault with the manuscript.

Recommendation: Reject

1. Inappropriate topic for journal

2. Outdated research question

3., Measures of unknown \ialidity andlor reliability

4. Measures.pf low validity sand/or r liability

.5. Faulty research design

Recommendation: Revise and Resubmit for Further Review

1. Inadequate review of literature

2. Inappropriate citations

3. Unelear introductory section

4. Unclear research question

5. Inappropriate analysis techniques

6. Inadequate descript1on of sample

7. ,Unclear methohogy

8. Measures inadequately described

9. Unclear analySis

10. Discussion section poorly conceived

11. Paper is too lengthy

Recommendation: Accept but Ask Author(s) to Correct Problem

1. Poor writing style

2. Discussion section goes beyond data
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Consider about the title of this onograph: UndeFstanding the

manuscripr review process and increasing women's participation,in it.

What a marvelously helpful topic. Except at to understand the process

is not to Tove it and simply to increase the articiption of women is

not an adequate goal.

Smoothing and easing the way into the system for women and others

who need help (and who among, psychologists does not3) and increasing C

our effectiveness as partiélpants are worthy goals. 'These papers

represent valuable Information from 'people well qualified to 'inform us.
,

I applaud them and what,they have.written -- nitty-gritty guides and

guidelines, insights and clarifications. We do need to learn how and

how most effectively to fit in and advance within psychology, which

importantly involves publishing. We're referring to journal publishing,

leaving aside for the time the questions about other sorts of publishing ,

(books) and publicizing (media).

But, lest we forget or overlook in our haste to become part of the

established systel,-(the system is not ours. It has been in place and

, "-------

operative for some years. It is far from perfect. In fact, the pub-

lishing system is badly troubled. None would deny or dispute that

fact. The womants view could help. Surely the newly arriving, newly

involged, can see most clearly the flaws and lapses, and we have an

obligation to help improve things.

Think for a moment about -change, about the need for change and the
/

means to change. The Publication system within our discipline now

serves more as (a)1a point system for one's personal career goals--

the everlengthening vita; and (b) an ar hive in which to file away

)

JO
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accumulating data points. It poorly serves what I personally conceive

of as its ma4 intended purpose: to communicate from one to another

information about our science and our profession.

I serve on APA's"Publication and Communication Board. This is the

group of psychologists whose responsibility it is ,to oversee, manage,

.direct, control the APA publication enterprise, mainly our "primary"

journals. These people meet two or three timesxa year and struggle

manfully (sic) to comprehend the multidimensional space'of psychology:s

publishing anterprise. We.are concerned about (1) the miX of journals

,matched to the changingtsub-areaS in our field, (2) cost benefits versus

centrality to the discipline and who is to define centrality, (3) balancing

considerations of page allocation, submission rate, rejection rate, and
e.

publication lag (shuffling deck chairs on the Titanic), and (4) the

modern problems (the assumption being that there was a halcyon time when

these problems did not exist of glut, fraud, and faddism. About that

terrible trio, presently there is too much being published; we have

recently begun to recognize that we have in our group unethical types

publishing fraudulent data; and we have a major problem with fads. The

last is usually referred to as mainstream drift.

Do you realize that the e is no mechanism for 'change in the estab-
c

lished set-up of journals? e have 16 or 17 basic content journals and

they do ilot include journals to-Cover several currently burgeoning

research areas: women, age,ethnic_minorities, gays. Prestige accrues

to those who publish in APA journals; yet for certain types of content

there exists no prestigious outlet. We-meed careful thoughtful attention

to what needs to be done to redress this wrong, or fill these lacunae,

whichever.

5i
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Finally, I r fer you to a talk given at the 1980 convention in

Montreal (availab in the Journal of Social Issues, Vol. 37, #1, 1981).

It is the Kurt Lew n award address by Marie Jahoda. Bless her, she

r-\s

titled her presentation, "To Publish'or Not to Publish." Here is a

woman who is an hon red part of the 'system but who retains her perspective.

She proceededcto knc\ck 'em dead by raising the questiOn of balancing-the

duty to publish with the right and/or need to publish. She detailed the

reasons and rationaL. for' "not publishing everything one ever dOes."

Given the glut, she asked, ,can.we favor deliberately, withholding material

from press? "Yes," she says. I. commend her talk and'her thought`to us

all.

me.


